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Abstract
The topic of this thesis is web service composition with using planning methods and knowledge approach. Web services are programs located on computer networks (mainly
on internet). Each web service provides certain functionality (e.g. translation between two languages). If it is
not possible fulfill request by one web service (e.g. it’s
needed translate word from English to Spanish but there
is not available service, which directly translates words
between these two languages), web services composition
can help here (e.g. there is one web service to translate
English word to German, and second service, which translates German word to Spanish). In presented thesis were
introduced own approaches for handling this problems,
which outgoing from existing methods and system for automated web service composition. These approaches are
based on using knowledge representation, either on ontological web service description (OWL-S) and other ontological description, e.g. description of domain (OWL Ontology Web Language). The composition is performed
by artificial intelligence planning methods. For planning
was choices PDDL language. In this work is introduced
methods for transformation ontologies into PDDL planning task. Beside this is there proposed complete web
service composition system, which was also partially implemented.
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1.

Introduction

Web services (WS) are distributed programs located on
networks (most frequently on internet) and using by standard protocols (most frequently by HTTP). The concept
of WS was introduced by major IT corporation as Microsoft, IBM and Sun and was proposed as alternative
to object-oriented distributed standards as COBRA1 and
Java RMI 2 . There are two main properties of WS: they
must be self-descriptive and they must be interoperable
together regardless to environment (program language),
in which they was created. The self-describing of WS is
allowed by service descriptions, which are available together with services. WSDL (Web Service Description
Language) is one of the most used language for WS descriptions. The independence WS from environment is
given by theirs communication style. They communicate by structuralized messages. Majority of WS using
for communication XML messages, which utilize SOAP
(Simple Object Access Protocol) standard. Beside SOAP
oriented WS exist also other approaches e.g. REST. Submitted work but dealt only with SOAP WS.
WS may be presented as standards programs, which provide some functionality (e.g. service translates word from
one language to another). The information about WS inputs and outputs is located in WSDL description. Beside
this information is in WSDL descriptions described also
the way of interaction with the specific service. If there
isn’t possible fulfill user request by one WS, then occurs
the problem of web service composition. There may exist WS, which composition is able to fulfill user request.
The goal of WS composition is to produce workflow and
dataflow created from available WS. With execution this
workflow is attained required result. Given workflow may
1
Common Object Request Broker Architecture,
http://www.cobra.org.
2
Java:
Remote
Method
Invocation:
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/guide/rmi/index.html
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1.1

Thesis objectives

The work deal with AWSC and is especially focused on the
composition problem definition. For the primary composition problem definition are used knowledge approaches
(OWL and OWL-S ontologies), which in next step must
be translated into planning task. The objectives of this
thesis were defined as follows:
• Analyze actual state in the web service area and web
service composition domain.
The goal of this step is present a survey of WS,
standards and technologies related with WS from
a WS composition perspective. Next goal is introduce general WS composition system, and describe
particular parts of this system.
• Analyze available planning methods and approaches
in term of their usability for web service composition.
The goal is an analyze of planning methods in terms
of WS composition requirements, next provide a survey of most widely used AI planning methods, as
well as existing proposals and systems for WS composition. Further the aim is delimiting a suitable
planning language for WS composition.
• Propose own solution for WS composition with utilize knowledge approaches.
In regards to WS composition problem, planning
methods and existing systems analysis, the goal is
to provide own system for WS composition, which
should use a knowledge approaches for primary WS
composition problem description.
• Implement and experimental verify a functionality
of proposed system for knowledge base AWSC.
The goal of this step is an implementation WS composition system, with focus on semantic problem description into planning task transformation, and experimental verification.
Following these objectives is work dividing in two main
logical ports. First parts provides theoretical base in the
AWSC area (sec. 2, 3, and 4). Second part (including
sec. 5 and 6) contains own system proposal with a main
part of this work, namely with a transformation process
from external composition problem specification to internal specification (see fig. 1).

2.

WS standards and technologies

Web services are distributed programs located on networks (most frequently on internet) and used by standards protocols (most frequently by HTTP protocol).

External
specification

Result

There exist a various methods and system, which dealt
with automated web services composition (AWSC). Several of this methods and systems using artificial intelligence planning methods for AWSC (e.g. [13][18][17]).
The goal of this thesis was analyse the possibility of using
knowledge approaches together with this planning methods for fulfillment AWSC problem and provide own system proposal for this possibility. More detailed objectives
description can be seen in next subsection.
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Figure 1: Automated WS composition framework
Among most important standards and technologies, which
related with WS compositions issue, belong:
• WSDL (Web Service Description Language)[2] is the
most used language for WS description. It makes possible describe the offer of available operation in WS,
parameters of these operations, a way of communication with WS etc.
• SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)[3] is XML based
protocol. It serves to interaction with WS and to information exchange among WS over network interface by
using XML messages. It is platform and programming
language independent. It’s mean that it was proposed
with the aim of independent of concrete programming
language model.
• UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) is a standard to registration, categorization and
discovery of WS. Methods of working with UDDI evoke
a catalogue, in which is located information about WS
providers and about provided WS. WS, which are registered in UDDI, must work with standards as WSDL
and SOAP. Each WS in UDDI must have assigned explicit WSDL document.
• OWL (Ontology Web Language)[4] is the language designed for ontology description on internet. It belongs
among languages, which serve to knowledge representation, and it is approved by W3C3 consortium. In a
computer science ontology presents formal knowledge
representation by a set of concepts and a relationship
among these concepts in some domain. OWL is semantic language for publishing and sharing ontologies.
• OWL-S (Semantic Markup for Web Services)[5] may
be characterized as ontologically descriptive language
for WS. The base WS descriptive languages (as e.g.
WSDL) are in terms of semantic web insufficient (mainly
in terms of automation some activity on internet). But
with incoming ontologies was showed, that there is a
possibility describes WS by ontologies, and connect these
descriptions with existing ontologies. These descriptive ontologies for WS were called OWL-S (for reason
that they are OWL ontologies and are used for service
describing). Mainly motivational task, which suggests
creation of OWL-S, was: automated WS discovery, automated WS invocation and automated WS composition.

3.

Automated web service composition

Automated web service composition (AWSC) presents a
manner of processes creation, which are represented by
workflows. This workflows consist of available WS, which
3

World Wide Web Consortium: http://www.w3.org/
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Table 1: Comparison of selected systems for WS composition
Process
WS standards Internal rep- System type
Dynamic interference
generator
support
resentation of
with system
technique
problems
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Logical pro- semiautomatic no
gramming
WSDL
gramming
composition
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with
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HTN
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WSDL
main
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OWLSXplan
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composition
version 2
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WSDL
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no
AI planning
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with
manually
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choice
Petri Nets
WSDL,OWL- GWorkflowDL semiautomatic no
S, OWL
composition
by workflow

are needed for users request solutions. On Fig.1 is pictured general system design for AWSC. This is one of
simplest system architecture, on which may be explained
WS composition process. Among particular parts belong:
• WS storage - serves on storage WS received from WS
providers.
• Translator - serves to information processing received
from users and from WS storage. By using this information is next defined external specification of WS
composition problem. The translator performs a process of transformation between external and internal
specification of WS composition problem. The external definition may use for problem definition e.g. semantic web standard as OWL ontologies and OWL-S
ontological WS descriptions. The internal specification
is selected in retard to type of process generator (e.g.
if the problem generator is a planner, than the internal specification may be represented by using specific
planning language - for example PDDL, Prolog etc.).
• Process Generator - following user request, which is
translated into internal specification, is in this part realized process creation. At the end of this is providing
a set of atomic WS with workflow and dataflow among
these WS.
• Evaluator - evaluation occurs in case, if there is available a lot of processes, which satisfy user request.
• Executor - execution of selected WS in order given by
process generator. The result of this execution is next
provide to user.

4.

Planning

To solve the WS composition problem may be used various methods, e.g. Petri Nets [23], situation calculus[15]
or an artificial intelligence planning methods [12][19][14].
Just then the last mentioned AI planning methods are
considered as the best choice to AWSC process generator. Planning task in general consists from following

parts [27]: the description of available actions (definite in
some formal language - domain theory), the initial state
description of planning and the goal (final) state description. Planning task may be represented as some world
model and may be write as pentad <S,S0,G,A,Γ>[13],
where:
• S represented a set of all possible states in given world
model,
• S0 is a subset of S, and represent initial state
• G is a subset of S, and represent goal state,
• A is a set of all available actions, from which each
change the world state by passing its from one state
to another,
• relation Γ is a subset of S × A × S and define preconditions and effects for each action.
Among most used methods for AI planning belongs e.g.:
• space-state planning[7],
• graph oriented planning[25],
• planning by using hierarchical nets[17],
• planning by using logical programming[16].

4.1

PDDL

In case of there is used planner as process generator in
AWSC system, is needed to choose formal language, which
will be used for planning task definition. As one of most
suitable language for this choice may be consider PDDL
language (Planning Domain Definition Language). Language PDDL arose out of effort planning domain and
planning problem description standardization. It arose
for international planning competition requirements ICP
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and this language is among planning community greatly
popular. There exist various planners, which use PDDL
as formal planning language, and may be used in AWSC
system (e.g. [10][11]). Planning task is in PDDL divide
into two sets:
• planning domain definition and
• planning problem definition in regard to planning domain.
Planning domain definition consists from domain name
definition, next from types, which may be used in domain and in corresponding planning problem, from predicates definition and from sets of available actions. A planning problem definition binds to some planning domain.
Therefore is necessary in PDDL problem definition defining name of this domain. Next this definition contains
concrete objects, initial and goal state.

4.2

Existing proposals and systems

There exist several proposal and system for (semi-)automated web service composition. In table 1 are presented
and compared selected systems for WS composition:
• Prolog WS composition [16],
• SHOP2 system [12],
• OWLSXplan [18],
• WSPlan [14] and
• SEMCO-WS [23].
Among most frequently choice for AWSC belong utilization of OWL-S WS descriptions with planning task definition by PDDL language, and in next step solving this
planning task by selected AI planner. Submitted work
dealt with similar approach too, at which there is proposed utilization further OWL ontologies for planning
state definition. These ontologies next with OWL-S WS
descriptions present external specification of composition
problem. Internal specification is represented by PDDL
planning task. Own system proposal with transformation
process description can be seen in next section.

5.

System proposal for WS composition utilizing knowledge approaches

The proposal of own system for automatic web service
composition come out from general proposal presented
on fig. 1. Submitted proposal but includes specific standards, technologies and methods in regard to particular
WS composition parts.
A proposal of own system will be marked by short cut
KWSC - K nowledge oriented W eb S ervice C omposition.
KWSC system (fig. 2) utilize knowledge approaches for
WS composition problem definition. For WS descriptions
were chosen in regard to AKWC analysis OWL-S ontological descriptions. From view of WS composition are
4

1st International planning competition ftp://ftp.cs.yale.edu/pub/mcdermott/aipscompresults.html
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given descriptions suitable mainly because they allow for
inputs and output assign exact type definition from ontologies (e.g. if WS input is English word, in contrast to
WSDL description, which allow define only fact that this
word is string, OWL-S description allow utilize a concept
from ontology, which is mapping to corresponding input
from WSDL description). In additional to other possibility OWL-S descriptions allow define precondition (which
must be fulfilled for WS execution) and effect (which will
be changed after this WS execution). Besides this OWL-S
WS description is in given proposal proposed utilization
OWL ontologies for domain description. Each WS composition is realizing in some domain (e.g. word translator
domain, travel domain, crisis management etc.). Therefore is convenient have described this domain by ontology
and using this ontology for definition initial and goal state
of the composition problem.
External specification defines composition problem by
using OWL ontologies and OWL-S WS descriptions. Domain OWL ontologies and OWL-S descriptions of services
are located in knowledge data base. By utilization domain OWL ontology user define initial and goal state,
which are also represented as ontologies.
As process generator was chosen AI planner. There
may be used random AI planner with condition that it
is able to solve planning described by PDDL language.
PDDL planning task represents internal specification of
composition problem. In the system is then necessary
transform external specification, which is described by
semantic standards, into internal specification, which is
described by PDDL planning task (see sec. 6). This
transformation is performing in translator. Translator
is tool, which transform OWL ontologies and OWL-S descriptions into PDDL planning domain and problem by
available algorithm. Even though that a lot of authors
dealt with WS composition by OWL-S and PDDL, there
exists only little available information about how there is
perform transformation and planning task creation (e.g.
[12, 22]). The presented system additionally uses OWL
ontologies for definition domain states. Therefore there
was necessary introduction original algorithms, by which
is able to transform composition problem described by
using knowledge approaches into PDDL planning task.
The selected AI planner in next step solves this generated planning task and provide plan, which consists from
PDDL actions. PDDL actions were obtained from OWLS processes. Therefore there is needed backward mapping
obtained actions from plan into corresponding OWL-S
processes and generate workflow. Likewise is necessary
creating dataflow by mapping PDDL actions inputs and
outputs from generated plan into corresponding OWL-S
processes inputs and outputs. There is also possibility to
transform this generated PDDL plan into OWL-S composed process, which consists from atomic processes or
simpler composed processes.
Execution engine execute generated plan. Engine communicate with knowledge base, from which obtain OWL-S
WS descriptions with their processes, and with WS storage. After plan execution the result is provided to user.

6.

PDDL planning task creation from semantic
problem composition description

For initial and goal state description are using OWL ontologies and for WS descriptions OWL-S descriptions. To-
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Figure 2: Own system proposal for AWSC
gether these ontologies (OWL and OWL-S) specify external specification of WS composition problems. Internal
specification is specified by PDDL planning task. There
are introduced transformation rules for transform external representation into internal. These rules are presented
as algorithm, from which some were inspired by existing
proposals for OWL-S description processing with planning task [17, 22]. PDDL structures will be described
in EBNF5 form. PDDL planning task consists from two
parts [8]:
• planning domain and
• planning problem.
Each from this two parts will be handling particularly in
next two subsections.

6.1

PDDL planning domain

Complete EBNF form for PDDL planning domain can be
seen e.g. in [8]. For AWSC using knowledge approaches
was EBNF form simplified. This simplified EBNF form
of PDDL planning domain structure then looks likes is
showing below:

this process on figure 3 and in this manner created example in example 4.
1. Domain name (domain <name>)
This is the name of PDDL domain. This name may
be obtained from domain OWL ontology header.
2. Domain requirements ([<require-def>])
This is an optional element of PDDL domain structure. In case that this element isn’t include, is there
automatically assumption one requirement, concrete
STRIPS (:strips). In our case we create PDDL domain from OWL ontologies and therefore we need
also other requirements, e.g. the possibility of type
definition (:typing).
3. Domain types ([<types-def>]:typing)
To PDDL types may correspond classes and a relationship class-superclass in OWL ontologies. PDDL
types are created for each OWL class definition. In
the case if OWL class has superior class (superclass), also the corresponding PDDL type has superior type. If superior class doesn’t exist, superior
type for corresponding PDDL type is object.
4. Predicates ([predicates-def>])

<domain> ::= (define (domain <name>)
[<require-def>]
[<types-def>]:typing
[predicates-def>]
<action-def>*)

In the case of PDDL planning domain creation is necessary properly utilizing information, which is included in
domain OWL ontology and in OWL-S WS descriptions.
The PDDL domain creation problem may be divided into
five parts. After these parts is for visualization presented
5
Extended Backus-Naur Form - is using for a formal description computer programming languages and other formal languages

Predicate may represent property or relationship between entities. Predicates are in PDDL domain
structures represented as atomic formula skeleton.
Each this skeleton represents one predicate and consists from predicate name and a set of parameters.
Predicates may be considered as patterns, by which
is possible create facts. These facts are created by
substitution using concrete object in predicate variable. Predicate will be created from domain OWL
ontology. For PDDL predicates creation are using
object properties, data properties and OWL classes
definitions.
5. Actions (<action-def>*)
Each PDDL action consists from name, parameter
and action body. Action body next consists from
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(define
(domain travel)
(:requirements :strips :typing)
(:types road thing place at – object
person vehicle - thing)
(:predicates
(at
?has_place - place ?has_thing - thing)
(road
?has_place_to ?has_place_from - place)
(person
?person - person)
(vehicle
?vehicle - vehicle)
(thing
?thing - thing)
(place
?place - place)
)
(:action Driving
:parameters
(?Thing – string
?FromPlace ?ToPlace - place)
:precondition
(and (road ?FromPlace ?ToPlace)
(at ?FromPlace ?Thing))
:effect
(and (at ?ToPlace ?Thing)
(not (at ?FromPlace ?Thing)))
)

Figure 3: Creating PDDL planning domain from
semantic described composition problem
precondition and effect. To create PDDL action
will be used OWL-S WS description. The PDDL
action name will be created from the WS operation
name. Parameters will be defined by using input
from OWL-S process description. OWL-S may contain three type of process:
(a) Atomic process is the simplest OWL-S process.
From the view of user this process represent
one step and there is a directly web service invocation. This WS is described by OWL-S.
(b) Simple processes are not directly executable.
Likewise as atomic processes are simple processes considered as one step processes too. Simple process serves to abstract description of
atomic and composite processes.
(c) Composite process is a process composite from
subprocesses. A decomposition composite process into simpler parts is performing by given
constructors (sequence, split, split-joint, choice,
if-then-else, iterate, repeat until and repeat
while). A composite process execution inhere
in execution its parts, finally in execution atomic
processes.
For each from these three types was proposed particular set of algorithm. Processes besides inputs and
outputs may contain also preconditions and effects.
These may be in OWL-S description represented by
various definitions, e.g. most frequently by SWRL
and KIF conditions. In own proposed system is
assumption, that there are only SWRL conditions.
By own created algorithms are retrieved from given
SWRL conditions PDDL precondition and effects,
which together create PDDL action body.

6.2

PDDL planning problem

Complete EBNF form for PDDL planning problem structure can be seen in [8]. As EBNF planning domain form
also EBNF planning problem form was for AWSC using
knowledge approaches simplified. This simplified EBNF
form of PDDL planning problem structure then looks likes
is showing below:

<problem> ::= (define (problem <name>)
(:domain <name>)

35

)

Figure 4: PDDL planning domain example
[<require-def>]
[<object declaration>]
[<init>]
<goal>+)

PDDL planning problem will be created from initial and
goal OWL ontologies. The structure of PDDL problem
consists from following definitions:
1. Problem name (problem <name>)
A manner for obtaining PDDL problem name and
requirements is similar as in case of PDDL domain
creation.
2. Domain name (:domain <name>)
Domain name represents the name of domain, which
is in relation to PDDL problem.
3. Problem requirements (<require-def>)
There are all requirement flags required in problem
definition.
4. Objects (<object declaration>)
Objects represent in PDDL problem concrete objects, which may be substituted on predicates parameters and create facts in planning task. By creating PDDL object are utilized classes instances
(OWL individuals) from initial OWL ontologies.
5. Initial state (<init>)
Initial state is in PDDL problem represented as a
set of literals, which represent positive or negative
atomic formulas. For PDDL predicates holds, that
they are represented by atomic formula skeleton. By
mapping concrete PDDL object to atomic formulas skeleton are creating atomic formulas, by which
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Figure 5: Creating PDDL problem from semantic
described composition problem
there are represented facts in initial state. Therefore
must be well-known predicates from PDDL domain.

(define
(problem pb1)
(:domain travel)
(:requirements :strips :typing)
(:objects
a b c d - place mazda – vehicle
john - person)
(:init
(place a)
(place b)
(place c)
(place d)
(at b mazda)
(at a john)
(road a b)
(road b a)
(road b c)
(road c b)
(vehicle mazda)
(road c d)
(road d c)
(person john)
)
(:goal
(and (at d mazda)
(at d john))
)
)

6. Goal state (<goal>+)
Goal state is in PDDL problem represented likewise
as initial state by using atomic formulas. But additionally these may be in conjunction (and), disjunction (or) or negate (not) and combination of these
operators.

Figure 6: PDDL planning problem example

ontologies are described domain states. Web services are described by using OWL-S ontologies. For
internal composition problem specification was selected PDDL language. The main part of work focus on creation PDDL planning task from semantic ontologies (OWL and OWL-S). From external
specification of WS composition problem, described
by OWL and OWL-S, is needed generating PDDL
planning task, which may be next solved by using
AI planner. Therefore in work were introduced several algorithms, which perform creation of PDDL
planning domain and problem.

On figure 5 is illustrated the process of PDDL planning
problem creation from OWL ontologies. Simple example
is next shown in figure 6.

7.

Conclusions

Following objectives of this thesis is possible identify the
following results:
1. In the work is presented a survey of WS together
with semantic web standards and technologies, which
related with WS and which are important for WS
composition issue. There is also presents very general model for web services composition, which consists from several parts and one of mainly parts represents process generator. Generated processes are
represented by workflow and dataflow. By execution
this workflow is fulfilled WS composition problem.
2. There is described relation between composition problem and planning task definition. In the work is
presented several main planning method suitable for
WS composition and also description several existing proposal and system for (semi-)automated web
service composition, which are compared. There
was also presented one of most used planning languages, namely PDDL.
3. In practical part is showed own system proposal,
which provide WS composition by utilization knowledge approaches as OWL ontologies and semantic
OWL-S WS descriptions. Given system come out
from analysis area of AWSC and existing systems for
AWSC. For external composition problem specification are selected OWL ontologies. By using these

4. Following theoretical proposal there are implemented
selected algorithms. By using this algorithms may
be presented suitability of proposed method for web
service composition by using knowledge approaches.

7.1

Contributions

Major section in work dealt with transformation semantic described composition problem (by OWL and OWL-S
ontologies) into planning task described by PDDL language. In the work was proposed utilization ontologically
description of domain, in which is performing compositions. Further there is introduced several algorithms dealt
with transformation problem from OWL and OWL-S description into PDDL planning task. OWL-S preconditions
and effects definition are described by SWRL conditions.
Given conditions are used to creation preconditions and
effect of PDDL actions. PDDL planning task consists
from domain and problem. Each from these two parts
has several subparts. E.g. planning domain definition
consists from types definition, predicates, actions and likewise. Planning problem contains objects, initial and goal
state definitions. Among main contribution of this work
belong processing WS composition by utilization knowl-
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edge approaches and proposal own system for WS composition with usage ontologically description of composition
problem. In work is presented full transformation process
of planning task creation, which may be solved at the end
of this process by optional PDDL planner.
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